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ITHE LUMBER SITUATION. tions this winter, the pati:8jy of snow and so forth. But 
beyond all these factqrp is the positively alarming 
diminution of the sourpt-|! of supply r the raw ma
terial. The public, an<J|
men, have now become Sfrutcly ^Live to the facts of 
the case; and steps are b| frg taken by.the several gov- 
ei nnients interested to « hedy the matter. But the

ejf \ like locking the stable door 
hit been stolen. Each yiear, 
id P clearly the terrible wfeste 

iber resources in the past ;
actually changed hands at these quotations, and there each season the cutters AVe to go further and further
can be little doubt that the whole trend of values is to- back, where not only Mfc expenses higher, but the
.cards that general level and probably even beyond it. quality of the timber hii a tendency to retrograde.
The only unsettling feature of the situation is the fact Men in the trade in the Ulited States now realize what
that many people in the trade have as yet arrived at is going on in the chief jlimber regions of their
no adequate conception of the position of the market. counitry, but it is not so,jjbnimonly known here. *We
For example some mails are selling their hemlock lum- refer to the fact that itSthe northern lumber beit,
her at $15 or $16 per thousand, while others are actual- Michigan, Minnesota. ani| Wisconsin, the cut of white
ly disposing of their whole stocks at' $13. And it need P*m‘ Ias* year diminished 660.000,000 feet compared
scarcely be explained to those who have a knowledge with -the year previous. Ipd that this falling off has
of the inner conditions of the trade that the former are bccn K°'n£, on for years. Si 1892 the cut was, roughly •
not asking more than conditions warrant. At the same speaking, eight a$d a halfjjiillion feet ; last year it was
time it must be borne in mind that some of this lati- onb' 3.628.000,060. Anj®unless something very far-

, tude in prices is to be accounted for on the score of reaching is done and do^ie at once, the nexV'twentv
years seems likely to reetjd a similar state in Canada, 

ait wonder then that tftces arc advancing by leaps

icreased 37%
•ear.

It will be seen from our list of Toronto prices cur
rent this week that several items in the lumber column 
have been raised in price. The changes have not, as 
a rule, been made at one sweep, so to speak, but have 
been rather the gradual growth of many weeks’ con
stantly increasing tightening of values. Even now, 
it should be remembered that the outside range of 
prices given is at present beyond their normal range. 
At the same time, considerable blocks of material have
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difference of quality. Much of the hemlock which 
ters this market is grown on rocky soil where it 
attains to the size and grade of wood grown under an<* founds? 
more favorable circumstances.
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The experts from CaJLda Ia Liverpool last month 

It is scarcely necessary to recapitulate the causes showed an increase. acc<i>|jh'ng\to the records of tim-
which have conspired to bring about the present very ber-laden tonnage arrives being 7,065 tons register
high prices of lumber in this country. In fact, the compared with 6,250 tonjj in the same month of last
same causes or some of them, have been at work, per- year. Farnworth & Jardlti's circular says:
haps in a still more acute manner, all over the con- R„ein..e l . . .,1 . '
tinent. First is the growingly insistent demand for more disposition to operaielpld ^
lumber for bunding and other purposes* This is due been done in contracting f0! gExt season Import s'7”

directly to the great prosperity of the people, and the moderate, the deliveries fair.fnd stocks generally Ire "light'
remarkable activity of nearly every branch of trade values on the whole arc firn^S
and commerce. In Ontario, some proportion of the Referring to Canadian
firmer feeling is due to unfavorable lumbering condi- has not been imported; the s.
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